
HOW TO WRITE A SHORT PARAGRAPH ABOUT MYSELF

Writing about yourself can seem embarrassing at first. Cover letters You have a lifetime of experiences, talents, and
skills to summarize in a paragraph, or two. Whatever kind Start with a short list of your talents and interests. If you are
not.

Sometimes it is hard to introduce yourself because you know yourself so well that you do not know where to
start with. In my free time I like to play football and basketball. I am from Sydney, Australia. This is a brief
introduction of myself. My dad is a doctor and my mom is a teacher. I like the land and the nature, I like
people. Let me give a try to see what kind of image you have about me through my self-description. Here it
goes. I can speak three languages, French, Italian, and English. I like to look at the clouds in the sky with a
blank mind, I like to do thought experiment when I cannot sleep in the middle of the night. You can write
some sentences about your hobbies and likes. Hey, this is my homepage, so I have to say something about
myself. But my dream is still alive. Write freely about yourself in the space below. The best way to write ten
sentences about yourself in English is to describe yourself in short sentences. I hope that my impression about
myself and your impression about me are not so different. I am a person who is positive about every aspect of
life. In the weekends I like to go to the beach. Do not expect too much, and keep your sense of humor. This is
a description keep it in the present tense or present simple. My name is John. I am 23 years old. And, I like to
laugh. I have three brothers and one sister. I am just someone who does some teaching, some research, and
some writing. I like to sleep early, I like to get up late; I like to be alone, I like to be surrounded by people. I
like flowers in spring, rain in summer, leaves in autumn, and snow in winter. This is a short sample on how to
write ten sentences about yourself in English. Below is a short sample on how to write ten sentences about
yourself in English. There are many things I like to do, to see, and to experience. They have influenced
millions of people through their books. If you are interested in knowing more, read my articles or take a look
at my pictures. Sentences then will form a paragraph. Furthermore, we write about ourselves because we need
to: Introduce yourself to others Go for a job interview Learn how to write in English Write a paragraph in
English Homework for an English lesson Taking an English test Traveling For example, you can start like
this. I like cooking Italian food such as, spaghetti and pasta. I like delicious food and comfortable shoes; I like
good books and romantic movies. Of course, I am nowhere close to these people, yet. I study mechanical
Engineering at the university of Sydney. I like to see the sunrise in the morning, I like to see the moonlight at
night; I like to feel the music flowing on my face, I like to smell the wind coming from the ocean.


